
The RCBS® Logo is to be used any time the 
corporation’s identity is needed to define 
the company’s presence, ownership, or 
legal identification.
The RCBS Logo is represented by the 
RCBS logotype.

This treatment is based on a specific, 
carefully developed visual relationship 
between each character of the logotype. 
Use only the artwork provided and its 
approved variations. Do not attempt to 
redraw or recreate any elements of the 
RCBS Logo.
The RCBS Logo is based on the 
Serpentine typeface. The Serpentine 
typeface should NOT be used on any 
application that the logo is applied. Use 
of Serpentine will diminish the importance 
and strength of the RCBS Logo.

The preferred application is one-color, 
green, on a white or black background, 
however the logo may be used against 
any background which allows good con-
trast and legibility. 

NOTE: The corporation reserves RCBS for its sole 
use and the registration mark ® helps protect our 
name and identity in the marketplace. Make sure 
all applications include this symbol in the position 
shown. Size of the registration mark may be adjusted 
as the size of the logo is reduced or increased.

LOGO

RCBS’s corporate color is green. The 
characters in the RCBS logo should never 
be produced in any other color (except 
one-color applications, such as when 
printing in grayscale (black/white). RCBS 
green creates the distinctive identity that 
should be applied consistently at all 
times. Consistent use builds brand aware-
ness and loyalty.

NOTE: The color on this page and throughout this 
guide have not been evaluated by Pantone, Inc. for 
accuracy, and may not match the PANTONE Color 
Standards. Consult current PANTONE publications 
for accurate color. PANTONE is the property of 
Pantone, Inc.

RCBS GREEN
PANTONE 349 C or U
CMYK: C=100 M=0 Y=91 K=42
RGB: Red=0 Green=105 Blue=62  
      

PANTONE®

The preferred color is PANTONE 349 
C or U.  This color should be used in all 
cases to reproduce the Logo. 

CMYK
Printing with PANTONE® color inks is 
preferred. However, spot colors are not 
always an option. Four-color process 
printing may be used when necessary.

RGB
When using the Logo in video or on web 
pages, an RGB version of the logo may 
be required.



ACCEPTABLE LOGO VARIATIONS
To allow for application of the RCBS® Logo across a wide range 
of applications, the following variations may be used. These 
adaptations should be used only if the preferred Logo cannot.

ENCLOSED SHAPE
This variation should be used when the Logo is applied to a 
background that is a photo, texture, or color that does not allow 
good contrast and legibility.
The size of the enclosed shape should always follow the mini-
mum ”clearfield” area as described in the technical guidelines of 
this guide. The color of the shape should always be black.

ONE-COLOR
The Logo can be reproduced in one-color, if necessary. 
Acceptable colors are black or white only.

The correct relative size and positioning of the RCBS Logo is 
shown here.

CLEARFIELD
For the Logo to communicate effectively, it should not be crowd-
ed or overwhelmed by other elements.
“Clearfield” refers to the area surrounding the Logo that should 
be kept free of visual distraction. No graphic element or text of 
any kind should be placed within this clear space. The minimum 
field is indicated as 75% of the “R” height. An “R” height is the 
height of the letter “R” in the RCBS logo.
Even when the Logo is put inside an enclosed shape, the shape 
must not impede on the minimum clearfield.



1/8”

RCBS®

INCORRECT APPLICATIONS
The integrity of the Logo is diminished when the marks are 
incorrectly applied. Unauthorized versions and unacceptable 
usage of the Logo puts its legal protection at risk.
Although we cannot include all possible misuses, the follow-
ing identify some of the more obvious deviations. In general, 
any variation or alteration of the Logo, however small, is 
unacceptable. These guidelines are true for all the preferred 
Logo treatments and their variations.
Other incorrect uses would include:
• DO NOT outline any of the elements of the Logos.
• DO NOT display the Logo with a simulated chrome, stone, 

or other texture.
• DO NOT italicize any elements of the Logos.
• DO NOT apply any drop shadows to the Logo.

DO NOT alter the size relationship 
between any of the characters in 
the logotype.

DO NOT reset any type element, 
use only approved artwork.

DO NOT stretch or condense 
the proportions.

DO NOT reproduce the 
Corporate or Brand Marks with 
unapproved colors.

DO NOT use the Mark on any 
angle. Use straight baseline only.

DO NOT change the letter 
spacing of the approved Marks.

MINIMUM SIZE
Reproductions of the Logo should be at least 1/8” in height.



     WARNING: Contains Hexane. Keep away from heat, 
sparks or flame. Do not store where temperature may exceed 120°F. 
Do not incinerate container. Do not ingest. Do not inhale fumes. Use 
in a well-ventilated area. Avoid eye/skin contact. In case of ingestion, 
do not induce vomiting. Seek medical attention. In case of inhalation, 
move to fresh air. Seek medical attention as needed. In case of eye 
contact, flush with plenty of water. In case of skin contact, wash 
with soap and water. Seek medical attention if irritation develops or 
persists. Keep out of the reach of children.

     AVERTISSEMENT : Contient de l’hexane. Tenir le 
produit éloigné de toute source de chaleur, étincelle ou flamme. Ne 
pas conserver à une température supérieure à 49 °C (120 °F). Ne 
pas incinérer le contenant. Ne pas ingérer. Ne pas inhaler les émana-
tions. N’utiliser que dans un endroit bien aéré. Éviter tout contact 
avec les yeux ou la peau. Ne pas faire vomir en cas d’ingestion. 
Consulter un médecin. Sortir à l’air libre en cas d’inhalation. Consult-
er un médecin si nécessaire. Rincer abondamment à l’eau en cas de 
contact avec les yeux. Nettoyer à l’eau et au savon en cas de contact 
avec la peau. Consulter un médecin si le phénomène d’irritation 
progresse ou persiste. Tenir hors de la portée des enfants.

     WARNING: Handling this product may result in exposure 
to lead, a substance known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Wash hands thoroughly 
after handling.

     AVERTISSEMENT :  l’utilisation de ce produit peut 
provoquer une exposition au plomb, substance reconnue par l’État 
de Californie comme pouvant causer un cancer, des anomalies 
congénitales ou d’autres problèmes de reproduction.  Se laver les 
mains soigneusement après avoir manipulé le produit.

POISON. IRRITANT.

This kit contains RCBS Case Slick® Spray Lube which is 
subject to several warnings.

Cette trousse comprend le lubrifiant en vaporisateur RCBS 
Case Slick® qui est sujet à plusieurs avertissements.

RCBS
605 ORO DAM BLVD EAST
OROVILLE, CA 95965
WWW.RCBS.COM
ASSEMBLED IN U.S.A. 
FROM DOMESTIC AND 
FOREIGN COMPONENTS  
RC369R 3140

#7200351 
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TRIM PRO®—2 MANUAL CASE 

NOSLER® 7TH EDITION 
RELOADING MANUAL

®

DIE LOCK-RING WRENCH

CHARGEMASTERTM COMBO

TRIM MATETM CASE PREP CENTER

 4 INCH PRESS STROKE

09362

093620936209362

09362

RCBS® PACKAGING STANDARD
COLOR
2 color: Spot PMS Pantone 349 and Black

Design meets at each corner creating a continuous
design element from each side of the packaging.

Grayscale beauty shots are in use closeups on sides of box, 
full beauty shots for top side along with panel of images and 
bullet pointed additional products in the box. The beauty 
shots fade to black to highlight RCBS logo

On one short side of the box bullet points about product 
and images showing the feature.

RCBS® Logo
 PMS 349 and placed on the image in 
 each panel 

Fonts:
 Product Name- Helvetica Neue 85 Heavy - 
 All Caps
 Descriptor in name: Helvetica Neuve Regular at 
 a much smaller size 
 Example: ROCK CHUCKER SUPREME (45PT)
 SELECT KIT (27PT)

Bullet Points
 - Helvetica Neue 77 Bold all caps

Product Number
 - Helvetic Neue Regular

LABELS: 
Design  is created so where the label meets on the side it
matches and makes a continuous design.

Fonts:
 Product Name- Helvetica Neue 85 Heavy - 
 All Caps
 Descriptor in name: Helvetica Neuve Regular at 
 a much smaller size

Bullet Points
 - Helvetica Neue 77 Bold all caps

Warning text etc on back: - Helvetica Neue 57 condensed 
all caps

MODE D’EMPLOI: Enduisez un boîtier de 
lubrification pour douilles RCBS d’une 
cuiller à soupe de lubrifiant, et frottez. Le 
boîtier doit être imbibé de lubrifiant. Roulez 
les douilles propres sur le boîtier. Ne 
lubrifiez pas l’épaulement. Lubrifiez 
l’intérieur du collet des douilles à collet 
avec une brosse à collet de douille RCBS.
REMARQUE: Trop de lubrifiant peut détruire 
la poudre et les amorces. Essuyez les 
douilles après les avoir dimensionnées.

DIRECTIONS: Coat an RCBS Case 
Lube Pad with about one 
tablespoon of lube and rub in well. 
Allow lube to saturate pad. Roll 
clean cases across pad. Do not 
lubricate shoulder. Lubricate the 
inside of the neck of bottle-neck 
type cases with an RCBS Case 
Neck Brush.
NOTE:Too much lube may destroy 
powders and primers. Wipe cases 
clean after sizing.

FIRST AID TREATMENT
If swallowed, call a Poison Control 
Centre or doctor immediately.  
Do not induce vomiting.  
If in eyes, rinse with water for 15 
minutes. 
If on skin rinse well with water.

PREMIERS SOINS
En cas d'ingestion, appeler immédiatement 
un centre antipoison ou un médecin.
Ne pas provoquer de vomissement.
En cas de contact avec les yeux, rincer avec 
de l'eau pendant 15 minutes.
En cas de contact avec les peau, bien rincer 
avec de l'eau.

09311

CASE LUBE—2
CASE RESIZING LUBRICANT
LUBRIFIANT POUR RECALIBRAGE 
DE DOUILLE

WATER-SOLUBLE

NON-TOXIC

M
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M
AY IRRITATE SKIN

DANGEROUS FUM
ES FORM

 W
HEN 

M
IXED W

ITH OTHER PRODUCTS.
Do not m

ix w
ith other chem

icals.
Do not get in eyes.
Do not get on skin or clothing.
Do not breathe fum

es.
Keep out of the reach of children.
To open, turn w

hile pushing dow
n 

on cap.

PEUT IRRITER LES YEUX
PEUT IRRITER LA PEAU
DÉGAGE DES ÊM

ANATIONS 
DANGEREUSESLORSQUE M

ÊLANGÊ AVEC 
D'AUTERES PRODUITS
Ne pas m

élanger avec d'autres produits 
chim

iques.
Éviter tout contact avec les yeux.
Éviter tout contact avec la peau ou les 
vêtem

ents.
Ne pas respirer las ém

anations.
Tenir hors de la portée des enfants.
Poussez la languette rouge vers le bas tout 
en tournant le bouchon.

CAUTION ATTENTION
IRRITANT IRRITANT

2 fl oz (59 ml)
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The RCBS Pow’r Pull™ Bullet Puller is the easy way to fix 
mistakes. Simply insert a loaded cartridge into the 3-jaw 
chuck and tighten the cap. Then, use it like a hammer 
and rap it on a solid surface. The powder and bullet will 
drop into the main chamber for re-use and a soft cushion 
prevents the bullets from being damaged. The solid 
one-piece design of the bullet puller body adds extra 
strength and the tool is guaranteed for life.

TO USE
Select the proper size three jawed chuck. Three chuck 
assemblies are included. Small (two rings) - .22 Hornet, 
5.7x28mm and similar diameter cases. Magnum (one 
ring) - most belted magnums, WSM, RUM and similar 
diameter cases. Standard (no marks) - most rifle and 
pistol cases. Unscrew the plastic cap a few turns and 
insert a cartridge, bullet tip first, until the aluminum 
chuck grips the extractor groove or contacts the rim of a 

rimmed cartridge. Tighten the plastic cap. Grip 
the bullet puller handle like a hammer. With cap 
end up, rap the bullet puller against any 
nonmetallic solid surface. Use a series of short 
taps to pull the bullet. Excessive force is not 
required, and can damage the tool or cause a 
cartridge to explode. Check to make sure the cap 
has remained tight each time you strike the 
puller. To remove the powder and bullet, unscrew 
the cap and shake them out through the end. 
Replace the chuck and cap and you’re ready to 
pull the next bullet. Most military ammunition and 
some factory handgun ammunition is assembled 

using a mouth sealant. To 
make pulling bullets from 
these cartridges easier, seat 
the bullet approximately 
1/16" (1.5 mm) deeper in 
a seating die of the proper 
caliber. This breaks the 
seal and allows the bullet 
puller to easily extract the 
bullet. If you are unable to 
remove a bullet with the 
Pow’r Pull™ Bullet Puller, 
use the RCBS collet type 
bullet puller.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Using this bullet puller to disassemble certain types of 
ammunition can result in a cartridge explosion with the 
potential of personal injury and/or property damage.
• Do not attempt to disassemble ANY rimfire 

cartridges (22 Short, Long or Long Rifle, for 
example).

• Do not attempt to disassemble ANY ammunition  
identified as “Explosive”, “Observation”, “Spotting”, 
or “Incendiary”.

• Do not use this bullet puller to disassemble ANY 
cartridge with a high primer. Use the RCBS collet 
type bullet puller for any ammunition with high 
primers.

• Do not use with black powder cartridges.
• Do not attempt to disassemble ANY cartridge whose 

projectile type cannot be positively identified.

• IF IN DOUBT OF THE AMMUNITION TYPE, DO 
NOT ATTEMPT TO DISASSEMBLE BY ANY 
MEANS!

      Warning
Do not use heavy blows to remove a bullet. 
Failure to heed this warning may result in a 
cartridge explosion with the potential for 
property damage and/or personal injury. A 
series of short, sharp taps will remove most 
bullets effectively.

Wear safety glasses during all reloading operations, 
including bullet pulling, to protect your eyes in the 
event of an explosion.
Do not attempt to reload with salvaged propellant 
powder unless you are absolutely certain of its identity. 
If in doubt, discard the powder.
Since RCBS has no control over the choice of 
components, the manner in which they are assembled, 
the use of this product, or the firearms in which the 
resulting ammunition may be used, no responsibility, 
either expressed or implied, is assumed for the use of 
ammunition reloaded with this product.

Limited Lifetime Warranty
To view written warranty, go to www.rcbs.com.

Warning

WARNING! READ ALL WARNINGS BEFORE USE. 

POW’R PULLTM KIT 09412BULLET PULLER

POW’R PULL
TM

 KIT09412 BULLET PULLER

RCBS OPERATIONS, OROVILLE, CA 959655
Outillage a main pour le rechargement/
Made in U.S.A/Fabrique aux E.U.

Black PMS 349

RCBS® PACKAGING STANDARD CONTINUED
COLOR
2 color: Spot PMS Pantone 349 and Black

Design meets at each corner creating a continuous
design element from front side to back side of the card.

RCBS® Logo
 PMS 349 and placed on the image in 
 each panel 

Fonts:
 Product Name- Helvetica Neue 85 Heavy - 
 All Caps
 Descriptor in name: Helvetica Neuve Regular at 
 a much smaller size

Bullet Points
 - Helvetica Neue 77 Bold all caps

Warning text etc on back: - Helvetica Neue 57 condensed

PRESS MAINTENANCE KIT 99971

Black PMS 349

NYLON BRUSH
10.5 OZ PRESS STORAGE
6 OZ PRESS LUBE

RCBS OPERATIONS
605 ORO DAM BLVD EAST
OROVILLE, CA 959655
6920632 RC161 2130

To clean and lubricate press, raise ram and spray with Press Lube. Use the brush to dislodge debris, etc. Wipe clean. 
Do not spray Shell Plate Holder, Powder Measure components or Bullet Feeder components of Pro 2000 Press with 
Press Lube. Do not spray any priming components with Press Lube. To clean Shell Plates, remove from Shell Plate 
Holder, spray and wipe.

For Press Storage: Spray unpainted metal parts of press with Press Storage. The press is now ready for long term 
storage. Remove Press Storage with Press Lube prior to next use. Do not spray Shell Plate Holder, Powder Measure 
components or Bullet Feeder components of Pro 2000 Press with Press Storage. Remove any Press Storage or Press 
Lube from priming components with RCBS Die cleaner. 


